RF433 RANGE EXTENDER
Product Number: RFR1330

Use this device as a RF433 signal repeater to make your Home8 433MHz sensors connected to Home8 Shuttle with a reliable connection and expanded coverage in every corner of your home.

KEY FEATURES
• Works with ALL Home8 systems
• Extends the range of devices connecting to your Home8 Shuttle within a building environment
• Suggested placement of your repeater is within 15 meters of the Home8 Shuttle (your usage will vary depending on environmental factors such as walls, metal radio interference and more)

SPECIFICATIONS
• Wireless and security: 433MHz proprietary
• Data Rate: Transmit: 33kbit/s and Receive: 3.1 kbit/s
• Wireless range: 100 feet (30m) line of sight
• Operating temperature: 32°F to 113°F (-0°C to 45°C)
• Power Adapter: Input: 100-240V. Output: DC 5V, 1A or >1A